
Source Link: https://twitter.com/stichomancery/status/1212092692081102849 

If I see anyone saying that John clowning on Rey/Kylo shippers - a shipping fanbase that has 
insulted, harassed, and been dicks about and to John over him portraying Finn - is misogynistic 
because "dunking on things women love is inherently misogynistic" 
 
I'm going to eat them.  

I didn't thread my thoughts on this the way that I did with Lindsey Romain's nonsense and that 
was a mistake because people clearly need the context that Black people who've been 
following John for a while and are in the Star Wars fandom already have: 

His "laying the pipe" comment (which doesn't even approach what I see from fandom) on Insta 
isn't actually what "started" this. Years of harassment where people insulted him and 
dehumanized him over ships with fictional characters is what started this. His Insta comments 
(feel about them as you want) are being blown out of proportion by Rey/Kylo fans, people in a 
fandom that literally and actually do reduce Rey to her "holes" and who spent the first part of 
Dec saying he hated KMT. 
 
A fandom that IS rife with issues.  

Not just internalized misogyny, but antiblackness on a scale I've seen from few fandoms before. 
 
This relates back to why I'm not going to put up with shit from this fandom at this time. 
 
Because the Insta comments are being used as cover to hide that they've always hated him 

The R/K fandom will say "we appreciate Finn/John the most and that's why we're so shocked 
and appalled at his Insta comments & how he came for our ship out of nowhere" 
 
A) they make worse comments on the regular (see Sarah Sahim) 
 
B) they've been talking shit about him FOR YEARS 

C) Black Finn/John Boyega fans clearly love him the most. That's how that works. 
 
And we see how he's been (mis)treated by that fandom and by the franchise as a whole. We 
see the comments he gets/they make about himself and Finn.  

You don't have to love or even like John's "laying the pipe" comment. I'm not asking you to. 
 
However, ask yourself why folks are rushing to frame him as a misogynist that hates and 
objectifies poor innocent Daisy/Rey when he's basically barely writing fanfiction 

https://twitter.com/stichomancery/status/1212092692081102849


There's antiblackness at play here when I see how folks are rushing to defend Daisy/Rey from 
John - "he's Daisy's costar, he's objectifying HER" - and I will absolutely pull out my article on 
how fandom rewrites black men as brutes because this is the second time in a month 

Also I guess I'll link everything under here that I've tweeted and shared once it's not 6:30 am. 

[Tweet QT'd] 

Also, fun fact friends: This narrative that the majority of Ben Solo/Rey & Kylo fans 
actually drunk that love and respect Finn and John Boyega juice is a lie. They do not. 
They have never. And John has hundreds if not THOUSANDS of those fans in his 
mentions attacking him. 

 

The one "black woman" so hurt and offended by John? 
 
Catfishing using the photo of a black woman in order to dodge criticism of the fandom's endless 
antiblackness and frame John as being criticized "by his own" 



https://twitter.com/blue_slushies10/status/1212207266113478656/photo/1


 

This literally isn't the truth. They are lying. I mean, literally lying. 
 
(Sarah Sahim still has how many Rey/Kylo followers while she made a nasty and frankly racist 
comment about John's genitals because he ~had to be on steroids~ She made that comment 
yesterday.) 

https://twitter.com/blue_slushies10/status/1212207266113478656/photo/1
https://twitter.com/blue_slushies10/status/1212207266113478656/photo/1


  

 



[QT'd Tweet] 

I need someone to actually show me where Lucasfilm/Disney promoted Rey/Kylo as THE 
romance (couple shoots in character? Interviews from the crew talking about the romance arc 
that's supposedly present?)  

Also where John is making fun of John [Adam] and Daisy's work instead of the fandom 

 



Following up on Sarah Sahim, here's her doubling down on being disgusting (on the caps). I'll 
add this linked tweet to my thread on her previous antiblackness re Finn later



https://twitter.com/AussieRavenclaw/status/1212200702652698625/photo/1


https://twitter.com/AussieRavenclaw/status/1212200702652698625/photo/1


https://twitter.com/AussieRavenclaw/status/1212200702652698625/photo/1


 

[QT'd Tweet] 

Look at this absolutely uncalled for classism aimed John's way from Rey/Kylo fans on 

Tumblr a friend sent me. ("John has to be a misogynist because he grew up poor" 

and "John got FinnPoe canceled because his dad's a preacher" have similarly 

antiblack energy.) 

https://twitter.com/AussieRavenclaw/status/1212200702652698625/photo/1


 

Rey/Kylo shippers are blowing his comments out of proportion to claim that they didn't hate 
him before but now they do because he did a misogyny and this flashes me back to what 
Lindsey Romain did by claiming he was insulting KMT 

We already have proof that this is a fandom that is willing to believe and say the absolute worst 
about John Boyega and frame it as needing to defend women from him (Kelly when they 
wrongfully said he was calling her weak, Rey from his Finn's wandering pipe I guess) 



1st tweet isn't recent but neither is the idea R/K fans have been spreading that John is only 
speaking out about the films and the fandom because he (wrongly) wishes Finn was the lead. 
 
They claim jealousy. 
 
But Finn WAS the male lead in TFA (gq.com/story/john-boy…) 

https://www.gq.com/story/john-boyega-star-wars-detroit-and-robert-downey-jr/amp


 



 



 



 

So even though this IS NOT about jealousy or wishing he was the lead... 
 
Y'all do realize that Rian Johnson redirected the trilogy focus to zero in on Kylo Ren's man pain 
which came @ the direct expense of John Boyega's Finn having LITTLE meaningful character 
growth/back story? 



 

 



https://twitter.com/Navvai/status/1212076995519172608 … 

Feel how you want about John's comment on Instagram, I can't change that 
 
But know that Rey/Kylo shippers have been a very loud presence actively trying to tear John 
down, diminish him as a person, and whatnot. 
 
And they do tie it into his masculinity and his worth as a partner. His comment doesn't exist in a 
vacccum. Neither does their behavior.  

No joke: [a quoted reply by someone that identified as an anti] 

A) they're not "weird sexual comments". It's a kinda crude joke.  

B) And it'd be great if we could talk about that joke but hey instead, we have to talk 
about the racism in that (highkey hypocritical) fandom 

 C) do you think signing you tweet anti r/k will make me care more? 

And if you make it this far and are unsure why I brought up John getting backlash for dunking 
on R/K and not on the pipe laying comment 
 
Women in fandom have a habit of saying that inherently misogynistic even when it (like John 
dunking on them) ISN'T [snipped thread where I'd talked about a thread defending Kylo fans 
from any critical conversations] 

We need to reckon with the fact that a significant amount of the people who have been 
absolutely awful to/about John about his role in Star Wars ARE WOMEN and that those women 
are weaponizing their womanhood against him/male critics of any kind.  

"Saying that critique of fandom is inherently misogynistic" was how that sentence was 
supposed to go 

Again, the idea that backlash is solely about John's "pipe laying" comment on Insta is belied by 
tweets like the one QT'd in the tweet I'm QTing where the OP uses photos with cast members 
to say she doesn't feel welcomed bcuz John doesn't like her ship 

https://t.co/QoUEV6ZefB


https://twitter.com/watsonshoImes/status/1212093036953559042 … 

White women deciding that John decided to dunk on Rey/Kylo shippers on Twitter to take the 
heat off of him for his Instagram COMMENT (singular) about Finn "laying the pipe" is just 
hilarious to me. 
 
R/K shippers have harassed him for almost half a decade. My mans is DONE. 

https://t.co/FeNuZC104O


 



Also, the framing of Rey/Kylo shippers as 14 year old girls as the main shipping demo is 
interesting to me because 
 
A) their own demo surveys show the fandom skews 20+ 
 
B) it's to frame him as attacking innocent (assumed white) teenagers 

 

Like nerd outlets are going to cover this and make it about how John was "attacking" innocent 
(white) women over a fictional ship and that he only talked about the ship to deflect from 
criticism when these fans have made his social media and fandom experiences hell for YEARS 

I'm so tired of these women and this fandom. Also, Jenny Nicholson retweeted that thread I 
screenshot and has yet to show any acknowledgement of the antiblackness fueling the 
reactions to his comment on Insta and his tweets about Rey/Kylo. 
 
As someone I think talks/has talked about toxic fandom, it's... Interesting.  

It's just interesting that the same people who rushed to use a (catfishing) Black woman as a 
voice for Rey/Kylo shippers & people totes disappointed in John would join me in laughing at 
the idea that I could/do speak for ALL Black people in any fandom.  

Did y'all know that every single time I've said something in the vein of "as a black person 
in this fandom" other Black women like the user in this screenshot have rushed to let 
me know that my opinions as a Black person in this fandom don't matter. Oh how the 
turn tables... 



 



Also Jenny Nicholson HAS spoken about the situation with John, leaning heavily towards the 
"he only did this do deflect criticism for harassment" train and not engaging with the 
harassment John has gotten for years. 
 
Of course. 

 

(Also it's weird to claim that John "baited" Rey/Kylo shippers to detract from the Insta 
COMMENT when it literally doesn't make sense considering that he already knows that fandom 
zeroes in on anything he does that they can blow up into a Big Deal.  



If he was trying to deflect and distract people, he would've dropped tea about the last two 
films. 
 
This was a clap back against a continuously aggressive fandom that's been on his case and up 
his ass for now 4 years.) 

"How do you think [Daisy] feels about a friend publicly making comments like that?" 
 
A) it was... one comment 
B) he was making said comment about their characters, not her 
C) did y'all know there was an attempt once to say he made Daisy uncomfy 
D) they ran her off social media? 

 



"one of the good ones" 
 
Interesting 

Shit Reylos Say@ShitReylosSay 

[context: on john boyega] 

 

 

"Rey/Kylo shippers as a fandom were no more racist to John than any other side of the fandom" 
 
A) I know the side of fandom I'm on as a Black fan of Finn and John Boyega isn't fucking racist 
towards him 
 
B) John has called out fans of multiple forms for overstepping 

https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay
https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay
https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay/status/1212423948987703297/photo/1


 



Love, literally love to see people dismissing actors and being condescending little fucks about 
John's reaction in the face of antiblackness from their fandom! 
 
Love that for me - 
 
Oh wait, I hate it. 
 
Whoops. 



 



A) "a whole 27 year old multimillionaire" = "John has privilege over someone/the people in the 
fandom" 
 
B) Who "lays the pipe" clearly matters to a fandom full of people who made a point of saying 
that Rey/Kylo would absolutely fuck in TROS & lost it when he died, tip undipped. 



 



"if there was ANY inkling of racism, 
misogyny, harassment within the 
reylo fandom that individual was 
immediately shunned." 
 
A) Sarah Sahim is literally right there being an antiblack fuck?? 
 

B) they actually just pretend that the people doing those things are haters           

 

C) the content they create largely treated Finn poorly when it didn't erase him/his value to the 
franchise so I wouldn't be bragging about it 



Another lie: 
 
Across the big accounts in the fandom like Sarah Sahim and Lindsey Romain who've targeted 
him and insulted Finn in the past few months ALONE, it's clear that they don't like him and 
never have - especially once it was clear he wasn't a secret shipper. 

 

His money doesn't erase Jenny's White Feminism or negate how a previous White Feminist, 
Lindsey Romain, blew up other comments he made because she too was a member of this 
fandom with an obvious vendetta and no interest in using her knowledge noodle. 



 

Also "not everything that's going after him is white so you can stop talking about the 
antiblackness inherent in how folks are bowing this out of proportion" is always wild to me 
because... Antiblackness is universal. Hmmm... This smells. 
 
(I know I've tweeted about this before... This sentiment that these fans are innocents being 
blamed for what ~other fans~ are doing... It's wild and this again... Not true.) 



 

Okay so... 
 
What did I say about this being about protecting white womanhood from a Black dude? 
 
Because uh... Wow. 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay/status/1212170789857976320
https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay/status/1212170789857976320


 

7:36 PM - Dec 31, 2019 

The guy in the first tweet runs the star wars podcast that's tweeting on the right and he's 
actually targeting a (Black?) teenager who pointed out his teenage daughter (who made a live 
stream sobbing about how John hurt her by dunking on the ship) was part of a racist fandom 

https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay/status/1212170789857976320
https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay/status/1212170789857976320/photo/1


 



 

This is the bad place for sure. That older dude apparently FREQUENTLY wades in to harass 
teenagers on behalf of his fandom(s) and/or daughter. This is so disturbing to me. 



 

Speaking of disturbing: 
 
"Who do we prefer to fantasize about killing, the Jewish man who directed the film or the Black 
guy roasting us for years of harassing him?" 
 
This is racist. 
 

When will I see someone call it out? Since this fandom shuts down racism, after all...       



 

This tweet should absolutely be reported for threatening violence. [original tweet deleted or 
otherwise removed] 

I need to make a new fandom racism bingo card for the Star Wars fandom because "accuses 
John of playing the race card" was high key unexpected on this, the first day of 2020. 



 



A) #NotAllShippers, duh but how are these people watching what their fans are saying about 
about John and have been saying about Finn and come out of it with "my fandom actually loves 
Finn the most" 
 
Also, peep that "actual racism" in the second tweet... Wild. 

 

B) like they stay using rose as a shield for their fandom's antiblackness and uh... I'm not letting 
that slide anymore either.  

https://twitter.com/hashtag/NotAllShippers?src=hash


I have been talking about how racist this fandom has been about Finn and John since 2016. 
 
From then, Black fans clocked that a lot of the racism in "female" fandom spaces came from 
rey/kylo shippers who didn't think Finn should be the lead and trashed him/John constantly. 

 

The only revisionist history here is the actual facts narrative they're spinning about how oh so 
marginalized they are for what they ship. 
 
This fandom has ALWAYS been racist and Rey/Kylo shippers were NEVER at the forefront of 



defending Finn or John from ANYONE. I think I talked about this in Nov., but can we talk about 
how weird it is for folks from a fandom that does in fact treat Rey like a prize to be won by KYLO 
accusing Finn/Rey fans (who are, primarily Black btw) of reducing her to FINN'S prize. 
 
Because it's weird. 

 



Also lol @ this white woman using her interracial relationship as cover for her/her fandom's 

racism. You don't absorb POC-ness because you're fucking one of us.       

When people are like "I don't see how R/K shippers are racist" point them to tweets like the 
one below where the OP accuses John of clapping back against their antiblack fandom because 

he's jealous of Adam Driver's career... Oh and the fact that he kissed Daisy Ridley       

 



(Also, Adam Driver is married. He kissed Daisy as part of their job on screen. Not because 
they're having an affair.) 

The goal here is to frame John as not having anything worthy to say and to make it look like he's 
clapping back because he "can't have" Daisy... but Adam did. 
 
(Tell me again who's objectifying Daisy and treating women like prizes/objects?) 

Jenny Nicholson has made a statement-ish on her Tumblr. () 
 
I'll unpack the first part in a moment but y'all... That second but where she poorly explains what 
happened with @kaludiasays is pissing me off because she's absolutely misrepresenting So 
Much. (spiderjewel.tumblr.com/post/190012801…) 

https://twitter.com/kaludiasays
https://spiderjewel.tumblr.com/post/190012801008/why-are-you-so-dismissive-of-the-experiences-of


 

 

All the highlighted bits are bad, but where she focuses on how John supposedly called Kelly 
weak a full two weeks after he explained he was talking about himself and I did a thread and 



article showing that Lindsey Romain blew it up because of her actual vendetta... 
 
Oof. 

 

That shit unslaps. 
 
But also Jenny doesn't seem to see (or care) what she's doing and how she's actual factually 
performing White Feminism and is contributing to one of the most racist fandoms out there. 
Remember this tweet from Jenny where she brings up an instagram comment from John calling 
people calling him out "ugly and inbred" 



 
Apparently the comments she's talking about... weren't even real. They were photoshopped by 
an actual walnut. 
 
How bout that. 

 

Here's the walnut admitting to being a walnut. 
 
Wow. 



 
Thanks for faking a comment that added more fuel to an antiblack fire? 

 

 

bee@gaynakin 

 

 · Dec 31, 2019 

 

 

OMG 

 

 

 

bee@gaynakin 

 

Please know I photoshopped this inbreds is my vocab yall know this 
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See bee's other Tweets 

 

I just can't get over this tbh 
 
Like why would you fake something like that in THIS fandom? 

[video removed as this… is a PDF – but link is here when I'm unlocked 
https://twitter.com/stichomancery/status/1212739853076619265] 

Huh... Walnut is honestly the nicest thing I could bring myself to call someone that said they 
made a fake comment that led to John getting hit with further antiblackness from this horrible 
fandom 

 

Y'all understand that the way some of these fans are behaving and sharing outright lies about 
John's behavior on set and the role he's played in what TROS became isn't normal right? 
 
What the hell, y'all? 

Shit Reylos Say@ShitReylosSay 

 

 

https://twitter.com/gaynakin
https://twitter.com/gaynakin
https://twitter.com/stichomancery/status/1212739853076619265
https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay
https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay
https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay/status/1212814373737115648


 

 

2:14 PM - Jan 2, 2020 

This isn't normal either, for the record. 
 
What is going on with these fans?? Why are they so angry?? 
 
(is this about the girl whose blue check dad then went after another teenager who talked about 
her r/k tweet - who multiple shippers have said they're trying to sue?) 

https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay/status/1212814373737115648
https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay/status/1212814373737115648/photo/1


 

On the Jenny N front: 
 
 
 
(Very spicy language in the screenshot and at the source. 
 
Also, the inbred comment was again apparently made by a walnut just to start shit, not that 
fandom.) (finndeservesbetter.tumblr.com/post/190004715…) 

https://finndeservesbetter.tumblr.com/post/190004715761/jenny-nicholson-made-an-hour-long-video-reading-an


 



(Like she's got 100k+ followers on Twitter and a career as a YouTuber (AFAIK), she has just as 
much visibility as a minor celebrity or even more considering the reach of some YouTubers and 
so if the worry is The Children May See This about John's comment... Well.) 

This just in folks, according to the weirdos in the screenshot at the QT it's okay to be ableist as 
hell and be an armchair psychiatrist because an actor... dunked on your ship. Wow. 
 
This fandom remains... a mistake. 

[original user has deleted their tweets] 

so someone on tumblr is trying to diagnose john boyega with Narcissistic Personality 
Disorder  



 

One thing about the "Disney set up R/K as a romance and John's just jealous" is like... Did R/K 
get photoshoots like this? 
 
I don't think so? 

https://twitter.com/getsromantic/status/1212897836708352005/photo/1
https://twitter.com/getsromantic/status/1212897836708352005/photo/1


 

"I didn't care too much about Finn, he was always sweaty" 
 
Anxiety, stressing over your continued existence and a case of BEING DROPPED ON A DESERT 
PLANET IN A STORMTROOPER UNIFORM WILL DO THAT TO YA! 
 
(This was from an earlier QT but like man this fandom is REALLY antiblack.) 



 

This is that quality critical content y'all need to get your eyes on! In part, this article unpacks the 
way white womanhood has been weaponized against John Boyega across the past few days. 
 
10/10 must recommend! 

 

Here's my article over the fandom fuckery following #JohnBoyega as he decided not to take 
anymore BS from the Star Wars fandom.https://jolt-studios.com/2020/01/01/john-boyega-the-
case-of-no-more-damns-to-give/ … 

Mmmm... But this fandom loved John first and loved him best, eh? 
 
(Love that this unopened box of cavatappi - that's probably referring to the totally debunked 
"John hates Kelly" shit Lindsey Started - deactivated. Love that for me.) 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/JohnBoyega?src=hash
https://t.co/hWSXic2GkZ
https://t.co/hWSXic2GkZ


 

This is the weirdo that said she knew John Boyega was going to hell (further up thread). She's a 
woman of color (unsure if Black, don't care if she is though) using her time on the internet to all 
but call John uppity. 
 
(Also man, can they let Driver live? He's not even here??) 

 

Also the existence of an "anti John Boyega" should 
 



A) disturb you 
 
B) make you distrust anyone that claims this "discourse" is drama started by anti (Rey/Kylo 
shipper)s or "fandom police" 

 

I'll think about whether I want to drop the obnoxiously long thread that purposefully reduces 
this to "Finnreys seek ideological purity and are oppressing rey/Kylo fans like the Voltron 
fandom oppressed everyone" 
 
We'll see 
 
Tomorrow. I thought the problem they had was that John was sexualizing a children's character 
and reducing Rey to her holes/rewriting her as a sex object?? 
 
Or is it only okay when they do it to her over ~Ben~? 

 



 

10:30 AM - Jan 3, 2020 

R/K shippers consistently dehumanizing Finn by solely referring to him via his stormtrooper 
designation is apparently a thing that fandom does. Wow. Disturbing. The R/K fandom does this 
thing where they use a fake care for Kelly and Rose as a shitty shield for antiblackness but this 
person can't even keep the mask up considering how their argument is "John Boyega's fans 
didn't like Kelly as Rose because she was Asian and not Black" [tweet from OP deleted] 

https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay/status/1213120356682215426
https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay/status/1213120356682215426/photo/1


 

On the "r/k shippers calling Finn by his stormtrooper designation" thing:* 
 
I remember in 2016/2017 seeing arguments that calling Kylo anything but Ben Solo was 
disrespectful because it was like misgendering or dead naming someone 
 
And yet... Here we are. (I'm gonna check my archived Tumblr to see if I have a link!) 

Didn't find what I was looking for but I did find this response an "anti anti reylo" blog made to 
one of my posts about the woobification. I wonder how they handled the end of TROS... 
. (stitcharchive.wordpress.com/2018/04/23/i-h…) 

https://stitcharchive.wordpress.com/2018/04/23/i-had-a-reykylo-shipper-running-an-anti-anti/


 



A) that first sentence is a lie 
B) they still only have that single comment as proof of "the gross, sexist things he said on 
Instagram" 
C) liking that Chris Brown news is judgment worthy for sure (ick) but that news is from Jan 2019 
which means someone held onto that screenshot 



 



(As in, holding onto receipts in the event that you'll need to take down an actor is... concerning. 
 
He shouldn't have liked that post in the first place and there's no accounting for Black men's 

devotion to Chris Brown, but receipt keeping on John from a fandom like this?      ) 

Maybe Star Wars needs more respectful fans that don't demand a more "respectful" Black 
actor playing Finn?? 
 
(Also "that's not Ben Solo, that's Kylo" - I'm literally shouting right now.) 



 



Finn is so happy to have his name and reclaim his agency from Phasma and yet R/K fans are... 
ignoring it. [Original quoted tweet isn't available anymore.] 

 I only return to Tumblr to make sure I know what's going on with the Star Wars fandom and 
this response to Jenny N's main comment about why she locked is pretty solid and makes solid 
points about the Jenny's ongoing performance (catwsbisexual.tumblr.com/post/190018006…) 

https://catwsbisexual.tumblr.com/post/190018006480/


 



In her own awful words, here's Jenny Nicholson calling Rey an incel in response to a comment 
asking why she called Rey an incel in her TROS review. This is just HOURS before she decided 
that John making a single joke about Finn and Rey having The Sex was peak disrespect by him. 

 

(Since adults like John can't make jokes about the sex a fictional character is having without it 
being disrespectful, Jenny shouldn't be making jokes about Rey being an incel - which equates 

to her NOT having sex.          ) 

This fandom is spinning John making a single comment about Finn having sex with Rey in the 
future as him objectifying Daisy. 
 
Meanwhile, this bottle of bootleg olive oil thought that it was OK to"joke" about sending John 
images of his coworkers' characters in nsfw situations. 



 

      

 

This fandom keeps calling characters and people now, they're talking about John apparently in 
the screenshot below, incels except for Kylo... Wild. 

 



  

A) By virtue of being Rey's friend, not being a fascist leader, and not kidnapping and/or harming 
her once across the trilogy, of course Finn is a better person than Kylo.  

B) Truly the only character people say deserve Rey as a prize is Kylo/Ben  

C) Jill's take is... antiblack 

 



 

Kylo Ren never actually respects Rey's agency, physical space, or emotional well-being. He 
stalks her through the woods and kidnaps her with the intent to torture her in the first film. 
When he cannot have her power in the second film, he orders the ship she's on destroyed. 

These readings of Finn and Kylo where Kylo is a knight in darkly shining armor and Finn is a 
monster incel out to escape the friend zone *are antiblack* They hinge on reading Finn as 
predatory and incapable of reading signals. Of trying to steal Rey from Kylo. 

And then that reading (of Black men as monstrous/predatory) gets passed along to John by 
these same fans desperate to protect white womanhood from being sullied.  



 

Tw Rape (mention) In case you don't get it, what that person in the above screenshot is 
apparently trying to imply is that John making a single joke about Finn having sex with Rey in 
their distant fictional futures is apparently a warning sign about John's behavior. 

"Even Finn had more screen time IN TROS than Kylo did" Mmm... (Also how this person makes a 
point of bringing up how Poe was "about to die" to diminish his importance... Wow.) 



 



 

[no idea where this is from, I think the spooler hecked up…] 

Beating up the Funko Pop box of the director that "let Ben Solo die* as part of a YouTube 
challenge... is *not* normal. (Wasn't sure whether it fell under threatening violence or not 
because at this point... I cannot tell y'all how serious these people are about this.) 

 

https://twitter.com/finnkory/status/1213571839311659010/photo/1


  

So according to this R/K fan, it's okay for Elizabeth Banks to clearly sexualize a children's movie 

(which is what I'm told the issue with John's comments really is      ) 
 
Fascinating who gets to make these comments... Just fascinating. 

 

"it's never been about rey/Kylo" 
 



Well that sounds like a lie and a half right there... I've also covered how this is incredibly bound 
up with R/K fans' anger at having someone close to the series snark back, how they say WORSE 
THINGS, and how this is 100% about their ship. 



 

 

"woke points" is a term I mainly see used by R/K shippers (did they coin it? Idk) & it's basically 
used in the same way as ally cookie or in the similar context of virtue signaling. 



 
It, like many of the term fandom uses to dodge critique, is 
meaningless (stitchmediamix.com/2019/04/15/wha…) 

 

Early today, John Boyega posted a behind the scenes video of him and Daisy Ridley goofing 
around during filming TROS. 
 
Here are two racist R/K shippers clutching their pearls over their friendship. 
 
(y'all, I can't get over how blatant they are with their antiblackness.) 

 

(Will this thread ever end? No idea. But man, that fandom sure needs to eat a Snickers...) 

https://stitchmediamix.com/2019/04/15/what-fandom-racism-looks-like-woke-points-for-what/


Wondering why this lying lady sounds familiar? We last saw her in this thread saying that 
Finn(/Rey) fans were only shipping the ship in the goal of reducing Rey to a white prize for a 
black man. 
 
Wow. 



 



 

      

  



This is over a video where John poked fun at a fanbase that has been harassing him and 
dismissing him/his character for years. A video where he reacts to downright abusive tweets 
that people sent hm while using their public accounts. 
 
Wild. 



  

  



"Seems like his handlers need to 
step in and make him act his age." 
 
His handlers... Wow. The racism just jumps out. Like he needs to be handled... Wow. I am. Mad. 

 

(Yes, I do know celebrities have "handlers" but this goes along with the context of seeing these 
shippers call on Lucasfilm, George Lucas, and Disney like they're going to spank John's grown 
behind or tank his career. 
 
They want someone to Handle Him. Because he's a problem.) 

Tone policing John for how he's responding to a fandom that again, has been in his mentions 
and up his butt for more than eleven straight days. 



 



Yet again using Kelly Marie Tran as a shield. 

 

I feel very strongly that JOHN is aware of who's being racist to him?? Like R/K fans aren't out 
here saying that they hate him because he's black with those words because they're not that 
ridiculous but like... their antiblackness isn't subtle and it's not only from TFM. 



 



 

Mmmm 



 

"r/k shippers aren't insulting him by saying anything about his 
race" (lmgtfy.com/?q=What+is+a+r…) 

John posted a lighthearted video with screenshots of some tweets sent to him (they @'d or 
quoted him) that insulted him, misrepresented his comments, relayed false 
comments/misinformation, and contributed to his stress from fandom. 
 
That is not doxing. (lmgtfy.com/?q=what+is+dox…) 

 

If this person is a person of color (regardless of whether or not they're black), trying to revoke 
John's "MOC card" because he doesn't like a ship or the fans harassing HIM over it... is wrong. 
 
And if it's a white fan doing it? Oh boy, that's definitely a racist! 

https://lmgtfy.com/?q=What+is+a+racist+microaggression
https://lmgtfy.com/?q=what+is+doxing


 

PickMes will always rush to be like "how could my fandom be racist if I, a PEE OH SEE, am in it?" 
or "if I like this ship am EYE racist" like they won something. 
 
Let's be clear that internalized racism is a thing and antiblackness is 
universal (stitchmediamix.com/2019/10/03/wha…) 

  

https://stitchmediamix.com/2019/10/03/what-fandom-racism-looks-like-pickme-poc/


"Of course he doesn't deserve the abject hatred&racism, but to an extent he brought it on 
himself." 
 
A) wow... Uh... 
 
B) he made a SINGLE VIDEO, a SINGLE INSTAGRAM COMMENT, and a SINGLE ORIGINAL TWEET 
MOCKING R/K 
 
Across 11 days. 
 
He's received YEARS of antiblack racism & abuse. 

 



"you seem clever and articulated" 
 
A) he's not a ball jointed doll, whut 
 
B) this is 100% "I thought you were one of the good (smart/respectful) ones" 

 

For folks who claim to love John Boyega more than anything and for longer, these people sure 
did craft a characterization for John that is literally nothing like his actual snarky self. He's been 
snarky and speaking his mind about the fandom's nonsense from day one.  

Anyone who's surprised or even mad that he's mildly clapping back at a fandom that again HAS 
BEEN HAVING ITS RACIST DEATH THROES IN HIS MENTIONS AND ACROSS TWITTER FOR 
ALMOST TWO WEEKS... wasn't paying attention and isn't actually a real fan.  

This person is responding to someone sharing my post (on the other account) and they're more 
concerned with tone policing me over a fandom that has frankly made my fandom experience 
hell and defending r/k shippers (sure Hazel was "clearly joking" 



 

It's not a "minority of arses". It's hundreds or even thousands of people across the last 4 ish 
years. 
 
It's the second time in two weeks for John alone. 
 
It is four years of those fans literally shutting down the ability to be even remotely critical about 
their ship or Kylo. Don't fucking tone police me. 
 
Especially because that Rey/Kylo shipping article (where I link to examples of the nasty things I 
saw this past week and talk about the toxicity of fandom) isn't even half as unkind as it 
should've been considering how awful that fandom is.  

"antis don't actually care about racism" 
 
Antis. 



 



So this person is like "I didn't see John Boyega put this much effort into calling out the 
homophobic male nerds" and like when I talk about coded language and shit, I mean this stuff? 

Where it's like "oh clearly he doesn't see homophobia as a problem, just women"       



 



A) the dog piling for ELEVEN DAYS is what's racist 
B) he made a SINGLE comment about Finn/Rey fucking 
C) and a single unprompted video about the fans who launched themselves at him over it 
D) "a fandom of diverse women" PickMe POC need to stop being so embarrassing 

 

Why does John have to be the bigger person? Why does he have to be mature? Why does 
fandom constantly demand that Black people sit down and take antiblackness like it's our job?? 
 



And John doesn't seem mad. He's not having a meltdown. The aggro language they use is 
purposeful. 

 

"[Rey/Kylo] shippers have been the target of some of the nastiest shit I've seen in Fandom since 
the shit Heero/Relena shippers got in the Gundam Wing fandom" 
 
A) this person clearly has never seen any of what Black fans of Black characters get from 
transformative fandom 

B) if your closest comparative to what's going on now is Heero/Relena fandom... You know 
nothing about what's going on 
 
C) the whiteness just jumps out here tbh 

"The more John does, the more I think Finn staying a stormtrooper would have been better" 

      
 
Also, re that BullShit Challenge: if you create a charity campaign and then use it to appear 
morally superior to someone dealing Quite Well with harassment from your fans, you're awful. 



 



This is a thread full of people (largely with Adam Driver avatars) hoping that John Boyega's 
career tanks, calling him immature, saying that he's bad for the franchise or for his costars, and 
generally proving my point that this is about ships... for them. Endlessly blaming ~antis~ 
(literally anyone even a little critical of the fandom or the ship) and blaming the 
F@ndom Menace for the racism of R/K shippers across the past 11 days. 
 
Please remind me to make a fandom racism bingo card about all of this because this would be 
bingo. 

 

https://twitter.com/ndom


Can we zero in on this like... "I've seen too many of my friends get attacked and called white or 
straight" 
 
Okay but if they are white and/or straight... What's the problem here? 
 
(Also the lack of intersectional awareness with the "drama men keep stoking" bit) 

 

I'm not going to follow police John or make excuses for him following or supporting CB (I bring 
this up earlier in the thread and jsyk, I hate CB) 
 
I will point out though that Adam Driver worked with Lena Dunham who is... disgusting on 
multiple levels. 



 



The way multiple RK stans have shown up with that same screenshot of him favoriting CB's 
tweet like that invalidates their fandom's endless antiblackness is... Wild. The source in 
question is actually a GQ article (and Ramsey is simplifying things but it's that desire to defend 
the US from Muslims post 9/11 and viewing participating in war as badass that gets him that 
label here, I feel) (gq.com/story/adam-dri…) 

https://www.gq.com/story/adam-driver


 



 

Full thread of that person's nonsense though: 



 



It is wild to see folks in fandoms that pride themselves on being able to read the sacred inner 
meanings of a text (see the throne room meta) absolutely fail at reading comprehension when 
it comes to a tweet. 
 
(I'm talking about the 2nd person. The 1st person shouldn't have #'d) 

 

For once in my life I don't want to yell at Jameela Jamil. I almost want to unblock her. 
 
But that second person is: 
A) parroting Lindsey Romain's misinformation 
B) blaming John for TFM feeling super giddy over everyone dunking on R/K shippers acting out 
is... Bad. 



 



I genuinely think that Jameela is absolutely performative in her wokeness but like... She's 
actually not here. 

 

Because folks in fandom don't talk about whiteness as an identity (h/t Dr. Rukmini Pande's 
Squee from the Margins), white focused and dominated fandoms like the R/K fandom like to 
think they're above race and identify politics when they're wallowing in it. 



 

Go through this thread and play close attention to the people weaponizing a desire to protect 
poor, innocent, WHITE Daisy from John. Because this is a fandom norm we've seen increase 
over the past 2 weeks. 
 
Whiteness is an identity. They're weaponizing it.  

Reductive ass "antis say shipping Ben with Rey instead of Finn is actually racist" claims continue 
to grind my gears. Because that purposefully misrepresents how those conversations go done 
and why they sound "like that" (but they don't) 



 



The main reason why you may see someone say a ship is racist? Because the fandom hinges on 
being racist towards a Black character and we're just too damn tired to spell out the ins and 
outs of what we go through 

[Quoted Tweets] 

Like after the fiftieth time of having to explain to yet another non-Black person why the 
Rey/Kylo or Barry/Caitlin or Kara/Anyone White fandom why the fixation on white 
characters that came along with racist-ly dunking on a Black character, it becomes easier 
to just say... 

"Those ships are racist." Because at the point where Black fans are seeing fans of that 
ship write essays about how Finn is a misogynist monster, Iris West is a bitch who needs 
to die, and all the Black people in Kara's life exist to serve her platonically of anything... 

What else do we call these ships? Because tweets are only so long y'all and again, it's 
NOT like the people doing this care what we're saying and would pay attention if we 
were nicer in the face of folks in fandom constantly dehumanizing and dismissing Black 
characters... 

I did a thread about how the way R/K fans on display across this thread will deny that they're 
racist and that their fandom is racist have tones in common with Meghan haters... Like. 
Antiblackness.  

This trash article about Meghan and Harry is actually super relevant to what's been 
going on with @JohnBoyega, the Rey/Kylo fandom, and coded racism from people in 
fandom/media that think we can't see what they're doing. 

https://twitter.com/JohnBoyega


 

 



At no point in this article does the writer mention Megan's actual race or mention her 
Blackness. 
 
But that doesn't mean that it's not racist? Look at the second screenshot and how it 
continues the condescending attitude towards her. 
 
Which is tied up in antiblackness. A lot of people dismiss the racism aimed at Meghan 
because it's not overt (to nonblack people). It's things like saying her avocado toast 
supports war crimes or scolding her for holding her baby bump or sharing lies about her 
personality and friendships. 
 
But it's still racist. Just like what's happening to John from THOUSANDS OF REY/KYLO 
SHIPPERS ACROSS THE PAST 2 WEEKS. 
 
It's not overt (to nonblack people), but the antiblackness is NOT subtle and it is not 
ending. So far, I haven't seen a single Rey/Kylo shipper call John or Finn a racial slur or 
insult his Blackness. That's why they think the past 11 days haven't been racist af from 
them. 
 
But what I have seen 

- saying John is a potential predator to Daisy and a bad friend 
- saying he's jealous of Adam Driver career wise or romantically 
- implications that he's either abusive or an abuse apologist 
- Sarah Sahim's comment about his genitals 
- at 100s of people trying to get him fired 

- one instance of "Finnkong " from a potential troll account 
- regurgitating the same comments about John being a misogynist because of his "who 
lays the pipe" comment and Lindsey Romain's purposeful misinformation of his 
comments to say they were about Kelly Marie Tran 

But again, I haven't seen racial slurs yet. Or lynching photoshops. Or people saying "I 
hate John Boyega because he's black" with their chests. 
 
But just because that's not how this fandom works in this moment or that I haven't seen 
it, that doesn't mean R/K fandom isn't racist? 

"When did the narrative that "Reylos are racist and hate John" come into place??" 
 
Uh... pretty much the moment folks in fandom realized that Kylo was the last Skywalker and 
Finn was our male lead who's close with Rey. If you'd been in fandom since 2015/16,... You'd 
know that. 



 

"John's video didn't even have racist tweets in it." 
 
A) again this is what happens when folks decide that the only real racism in fandom is overt, 
inescapable, and involves slurs 
 

B) one of the tweets was from a catfish pretending to be a black women to shame him...       

 



Like I'd say that there's something sketch (racist) about pretending to be a black woman so your 
condescending critique of a black actor goes over well and is more effective 
 
Also, again, they spend hours harassing him on new years eve. Hours. Talk about that, ya 
weirdo. One of the things that R/K shippers keep doing is framing themselves as people who 
mind their business and can't possibly be racist to John or about Finn because they're so busy 
writing sweet fic where Love Wins. 
 
But a lot of their content looks like this 

"I dislike Finn because he's indecisive and lies to Rey about being resistance. The guy 
who actualfax tortured Rey and kidnapped her is better than Finn because at least he 
didn't lie about being garbage. Also I'm not racist, John Boyega is lovely." 
#WhatFandomRacismLooksLike 

 

But Rey/Kylo shippers AREN'T being blamed for the racism that's been present in the Star Wars 
fandom for generations. We're not saying that they were mean to Samuel Jackson or whatever. 
 
We're pointing out the racism they're participating in NOW and have been since 2015/16. 



 



 

John isn't calling out The F@ndom Menace right now because they're not the people in his 
mentions, indirects, and across social media misusing social justice language, twisting his words 
and calling him a misogynist, and trying to get him blacklisted SINCE DECEMBER 

Using the dictionary definition of racism - a definition that doesn't actually encompass the 
nuances of racism in offline life, much less how it works in fandom - to try and say that WE POC 
are weaponizing it... That's a whole ass choice to make right there. 

https://twitter.com/ndom


 



Saw another person bring up the fanworks the shippers create (rich and meaningful) but like... 
A lot of it was deeply fucked up in solely racist ways. I mean... I remember when I cared to go 
through ao3 and document this shit in 2016, seeing so much racist shit. 

 



And if your fandom is a welcome space for racists to write racist fanworks... Well. 
 
Also, a lot of R/K fans have made it clear that they're not John's fans. So he's not mocking his 
fans. He's mocking people who've been trying to harass him. "I think hurting his career would 
be the best way to teach him a lesson-he's such an egomaniac, a film bombing would crush 
him." 
 
These are not signs of a healthy fandom. These are not signs of an anti racist fandom. 

We need to talk about this more?? 

I really do think that R/K shippers like this don't understand that John was a huge draw 
for Black audience worldwide and that many of us new him from his past work and 
popped into Star Wars across the trilogy because he was there. He has plenty of fans.  

 

"bad Fath jiu-jitsu to try and pin years of racist abuse on them is so unfair" 
 
We're actually talking about how rey/Kylo fans are actively weaponizing fragile white 
womanhood to the point where their swarming and shitting on John across the past 2 weeks is 
seen as reasonable 



 

But him dunking on their ship and making a video where you only see the usernames of the 
users and their tweets is if you focus at it is... the worst. 
 
And again, this is a flat out lie that Rey Kylo fans have EVER been big Finn fans who defended 



him. 
 

Also, "bad faith"       

It's fascinating that the R/K shippers slandering John, swarming his mentions, publicly trying to 
figure out how to destroy his life and career in the future and the like aren't being seen as antis 
but primarily Black people going "good for you, John" about this... are. 



 



Also, I just blocked this person (who QT'd the person in the previous screenshot two tweets up) 
but before just now they could've gone through my thread with dozens of examples of the 
fandom's racism.  

This isn't like the "typical" anti/anti anti bullshit you see in fandom and if you try to come at it 
like it is, you're going to be wrong and you are gonna look goofy as fuck ignoring that this is 
about patterns of antiblackness and harassment. Part of why I'm not letting this go is because 
of the way the shippers are rewriting fannish history and weaponizing their (largely white 
womanhood) as they blow John's past 11 days out of proportion. 
 
Like this: 

Selene is a contributor to the site in the right. A site with over 40k followers. Her tweet on the 
left is put together so that it highlights how she feels betrayed by John and implies that things 
she defended him for were suspect. 



 



 

Like she's saying that she thinks John cut Kelly out of a photo (because he doesn't like women) 
and ignoring that John literally clarified that his comments were about himself, not Kelly, to 
make him look like a misogynist. 
 
Also she retweeted a "John liked CB's post" tweet 

A LOT of Rey/Kylo fans are like Selene, willing to create and share lies and carefully crafted tales 
of how shocked, offended, and sad they are about John "turning on them" and since the 
majority of people on other platforms don't know the gig, they risk believing the trash. If I stop 
talking about this, if we stop talking about this fandom where people are openly plotting on 
how to destroy John's career and life over the fact that he doesn't like a ship and snarked about 
the shippers on his ass about it - 
 
What the hell else could happen? Kathy is out here accusing people of playing the race card 
(which is RACIST) 
 
And Dafaria thinks that generalizing Rey/Kylo shippers because of the behavior of hundreds of 
them since the 1st is equal to the racism black people "had to suffer over centuries" (past tense 
lol) 



 



I have this person blocked, I believe, so this person can't see my thread while logged in, but like 
outside of that again... The only reason that these people have NEVER seen racism towards 
John or in their fandom is because they ignore us when we talk about it. 

 



The easiest way to tell if the person losing it over John Boyega is full of shit is what reasons they 
claim for being mad. If they bring up him supposedly calling Kelly weak, him following Chris 
Brown, or betraying R/K shippers - the main people defending him from racism? Block. 

 

Earlier in this thread I mentioned a truly racist beauty and the beast AU celebrated by parts of 
the R/K fandom that never appeared to get called out. Here's detailed information about that 
story from someone who dug deep because like... It's a 
lot. (captainamericagf.tumblr.com/post/177695525…)  

https://captainamericagf.tumblr.com/post/177695525977/the-reylo-batb-au-debacle


"colored people" 
 
"blacks" 
 
I... literally can't even with this fandom. Like even of English isn't your first language, is there no 
sense of how dehumanizing any of this is?? Really?? 
 
(Also, I love that they did this racist ish while saying to report people talking about racism) 

 

 

I just posted a picture of a shipper - not a troll - calling people of color "colored people" & 
dehumanizing Black people via "blacks". I've detailed almost 2 weeks straight of endless 
antiblackness. 
 
But tell me again how R/K shippers are the most progressive part of the fandom 



 



It's not fandom's job to fix societal racism, but asking for fandom to stop perpetuating racism - 
like again, they've been up John's ass for almost two weeks straight and refuse to admit the 
onslaught has antiblack origins - shouldn't be asking too much of folks. 

 

I do think it's fandom's job to fix issues with racism in fandom. Like that's pretty clear to me. 
 
Who the hell else is going to if not the people in these fandom spaces? They... They can't be 
serious, right? This is a joke right? (It's not.) 
 
Using an MLK quote to support an antiblack fandom... AND THEN GETTING THE MAN'S DAMN 
NAME WRONG EVEN THOUGH IT'S SPELLED OUT IN THE GRAPHIC... 
 
I'm so tired, y'all. 
 
"Martinez Luther King Jr..." 
 
My God. 



 



 



 

This is apparently a thing this fandom does - using an MLK quote for their ship, not misspelling 
MLK's name. 
 
Wow! 



 

1:20 AM - Jan 7, 2020 

Also like yesterday, I mentioned how weird it is that the anti anti/anti fandom police people I've 
seen talk about this are rallying behind the shippers claiming they're trying to punish John for 
his "who lays the pipe" joke and like... Can we talk about something right quick? 

Can we talk about how the shippers going after John and plotting his downfall and acting like 
he's a a villain would be deemed "antis" if they weren't going after a Black man? 
 
Because the shit here is the anti behavior they claim to hate and yet... They aren't shutting it 
down. In fact, I've seen multiple people ignoring that this is the culmination of YEARS of 
nonsense from this fandom shitting on John and Finn in public to be like "well (white) women 
are in danger so like... we must protect them from John and his mean fans" 

This fandom is so racist. 
 
I mean, deeply and shamelessly antiblack. Like these are the fans I'm told are the most 
progressive star wars fans? The folks who talk about John like this and accuse him/his fans of 
playing the race card. 
 
Okay. 

https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay/status/1214431662668484608


 

I do NOT expect John Boyega to ever see or acknowledge any of this thread. That's not what I or 
any of my fellow fans are talking about this. 
 
We're not doing this for him to give us attention. . 
 
We're doing this because we see what's happening to him and need to document it.  

The Fandom Menace is such a handy scapegoat that R/K shippers keep using to say that their 
fandom isn't racist at all but like... we're two weeks in to Rey/Kylo shippers talking about John 
like he's a monster out to harm them specifically (the only women in fandom apparently) 



 



No one is talking about TFM right now because that subfandom isn't the one currently 
exhibiting endless antiblackness about John and pretending they're victims when called out. 
 
It's straight up R/K shippers - and duh, not all of them, but how many are calling this shit out? 
Hm? This shit... This is from ago. I've had this up on my kindle for days. 
 
This is an example of more of the same white women who ship Rey/Kylo acting like John (and 
his fans, now) are systemically are oppressing them. (skywailer.tumblr.com/post/190038954…) 

https://skywailer.tumblr.com/post/190038954777/i-posted-this-on-facebook-in-an-attempt-to-get-a


 



 

This person wanted to end the drama and focus on putting positivity into the mix but like their 
main audience and who they're actively seeking examples of harassment from in a follow up 
reblog are... marginalized shippers who haven't been treated well by people who hate the ship 

(check out OP's John Boyega tag to see how 3 posts down they say that jokes like John's single 
joke do things like make rapists comfortable with assault - linking John with a story about a 
predator they knew. 
 
Calling his joke predatory. 
 
My God.) 



That that "reasonable sounding shipper absolutely leans in hard on the image of fragile white 
womanhood in order to be like "this is bigger than John, it's about ALL PREDATORY MEN THAT 
FEEL EMPOWERED TO POSESS WOMEN" makes me sick to my stomach. 
 
I genuinely hate this fandom. (That "I'm here to help document harassment and ease the pain" 
shipper was mmm... Not a honeypot, but I can't remember the word. 
 
But uh... "fake as hell and out to portray the in group fandom as oppressed by John Boyega" 
should about cover it 
 
How are they allowed to be biased?) 

This PickMe POC has decided to pretend John clarifying that his comments about weakness 
were directed at himself and not Kelly Marie Tran didn't happen because they're a petty piece 
of shit! Wow! 
 
This is for real why I don't listen to PickMes about anything. 



 



 

"Spare me on who the real racists on this godforsaken fandom are" 
 
Hahaha 
 
Have I landed in the Mirrorverse by accident because this surely has to be a joke. Not the 
"shippers of color were called slurs" because of course I'm in another fandom where that 
happens constantly but - 



 

The real racists in this are the white people?? Who are being racist?? 
 
And let's be real: right now it's white women in the R/K fandom who are only moments away 
from coining the term "reverse misogynoir" in their quest to claim that they are the most 
oppressed women in fandom. The person with the gray icon would be assumed as being with 
The F@ndom Menace. 

https://twitter.com/ndom


 
Amara, the person spreading a lie that John was doing cocaine while filming TROS, is... not. 
 
I don't know that they're even a troll. I don't want to look. 
 
What they both are, is racist as hell. 

 

The @ShitReylosSay blog has hundreds of screenshots. It is possible to go through the recent 
ones that are clearly tweets and fact check the ones that are racist to make sure they're real 
and relevant. 
 
This person, who I just blocked, could've have gone through my thread. 

https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay


 



But yeah, this Totally Unbiased Data Analyst has graphs and shit so she's proven that the real 
racists in fandom are... who exactly? 
 
(This is very much like Kylo hallucinating himself into a redemption arc, only it's white women 
convincing themselves they're not antiblack af.) 

A) anti fandom was coined by Jonathan Gray (i believe) well over a decade ago 
B) people critical of fandom were told to use anti [character/ship] tag on Tumblr so people 
could avoid seeing criticism 
C) while some people choose to be identified as antis... not all do 

 



D) Black fans talking about antiblackness in fandom are called antis no matter how we talk 
about it. This started in the teen wolf fandom, I think 
E) what is the "anti platform" 

It will never stop bothering me that people are acting like John's "Lay the pipes" comment is the 
worst thing to ever exist and and will use him lightly snarkimg fans to say that he deserves the 
antiblackness he's been getting. 



 



Is it surprising that Jenny Nicholson is sharing this article and hyping it up? 
 
("It's nice to see an intensely researched account of just how bonkers it is" hahaha I literally 
CANNOT.) 

 

Writing fanfiction about a Twitter account dunking on your ship by sharing... the things shippers 
tweet not just about their ship but about other characters, performers, and fans is all well and 
normal, yes? 
 
(It's not.) 



 

11:07 PM - Jan 15, 2020 

Is anyone actually saying that no other shipping focused fandom populated by white women is 
incredibly antiblack? 
 
Because what I've seen are folks pointing out that this IS JUST LIKE OTHER FANDOMS where 
white women who like a thing go wild when their love is mocked or challenged 

https://twitter.com/ShitReylosSay/status/1217659589803618305


 

Someone I didn't block until just now (apparently, according to tweetdeck) saying that "antis" 
receipts are weak or fake 
 
(Again, I've been documenting this ish for WEEKS with traceable receipts.) 



 
They ARE CHOOSING to ignore what we're showing them. 

 

 


